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on may 8th, the college gathered for a very special event—the 
dedication of a sculptural installation of twenty Laurentian green 
granite benches designed by internationally renowned artist 
Jenny holzer. the work entitled For Elizabeth, commissioned by 
the Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb art center and given 
a helping hand by a national fundraising effort, was presented to 
retiring college President Frances daly Fergusson in honor of her 
twenty years of service to Vassar. each of the benches is incised 
with a quotation from the published and unpublished poetry of 
elizabeth bishop, Vassar class of 1934. the work is site-specific, 
the benches placed on alternating sides of the 775-foot landscaped 
path that runs from students building, the central dining facility 
designed by mcKim, mead, and White, to the north side of main 
building, designed by James renwick.

the subjects of the verses draw on questions of love, time, nature, 
change, the seaside, war, and the occasional apocalyptic vision. it 
becomes a 775-foot metaphor for the complexities of the journey 
every undergraduate makes while inhabiting as well as enriching the 
Vassar landscape. as one slowly absorbs elizabeth bishop’s verses 
carved onto the twenty granite benches while traversing the path, 
one takes part in a concomitant physical, aesthetic, and intellec-
tual journey. it is not meant to be a sequential experience—not a 
series of stations of the cross—but rather one to be grazed upon, 
carefully considered in small portions and, one hopes after four 
years of peregrinations between the campus buildings that serve 
the needs of body and mind, an experience that becomes a bulwark 
of perception and wisdom. the benches begin as a window on a 
world of primal emotion:

“’Love should be put into action!”
screamed the old hermit.
across the pond an echo
tried and tried to confirm it.” (Chemin de Fer)

and conclude as a window focused deep into the realm of the poet’s 
self-awareness:

“i said to myself: three days
and you’ll be seven years old.
i was saying it to stop
the sensation of falling off 
the round, turning world
into cold, blue-black space.
but i felt: you are an i,
you are an elizabeth,
you are one of them.
Why should you be one, too?
i scarcely dared to look
to see what it was i was.” (In the Waiting Room)

Jenny holzer, who rose to prominence with her text series entitled 
Truisms in the late 1970s, was the first woman artist to represent the 
United states with a solo exhibition at the Venice biennale in 1990. 

her installation won the prestigious Leone d’Oro award. she has 
become an internationally acclaimed conceptual artist known for 
over thirty years for linking text and image in works of art in various 
forms. her works range from printed signs, posters, mounted metal 
plaques, oil paintings, and carved granite benches to light-emitting 
diode (Led) displays and large-scale xenon projections that scroll 
across the façades of buildings. these works draw the attention of 
the general public and contemporary art lovers. her words have 
addressed often difficult issues such as sexism, the environment, 
censorship, the first amendment, the current “war on terrorism,” 
prisoner abuse, and aids, among many other topics. holzer has 
worked in this stone medium since the 1980s, often inscribing them 
with aphorisms or truisms of her own authorship, frequently of strong 
social or political significance. holzer has created numerous public 
language-based works including a recently completed commission 
in the lobby of the 7 World trade center building at “Ground 
Zero” in lower manhattan and a projection on well-known London 
landmarks including city hall and somerset house. she has created 
site-specific works for other college campuses as well.

its meaning to the Frances Lehman Loeb art center is also 
significant, becoming the most noticeable work from the permanent 
collection in the open domain of the campus community, serving 
as a goodwill ambassador for the relevance of contemporary art to 
one’s life. these lithic works of art are also literally touchstones 
for Vassar traditions, bringing the key thoughts of college alumna 
elizabeth bishop, as redacted by Jenny holzer, before present and 
future audiences for years to come. 

the logistical challenge of bringing this project from concept 
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continues on page two



Quality and 
approbation
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many of you who read The New York Times and did not suspend 
your subscription during an early august vacation might have seen 
a positive and in-depth review by holland cotter of our summer 
exhibition, Subterranean Monuments: Burckhardt, Johnson, Hujar. 
(“Up From the Underground,” The New York Times,Friday, august 
11) the piece occupied much of the front page (above the fold) 
of the weekend arts section and then continued inside for another 
full page. the analysis and understanding of the Times reviewer of 
what we were attempting to do was excellent—in fact his “review” 
could well have been used as an additional essay in our catalogue 
for this show. For a small museum on the outer edge of a reasonable 
day trip from new York city, to be noticed by any city publication 
is an achievement but for the influential “Gray Lady” to pay such 
careful attention to our activities is truly the attainment of a sort 
of holy Grail of approbation, that which all museums seek and 
covet. Like the cast of a broadway play on the morning after their 
opening night, the art museum staff reveled in the pleasure of being 
noticed for what we did right. our curator, mary-Kay Lombino, 
was rightly bursting with pride because the hard work expended on 
this project has paid off royally. For the rest of us who played lesser 
supporting roles, the reflected glow of accomplishment was more 
than enough to make us self-congratulatory and add some spring 
to our step when walking through the building. Vassar college also 
won when this powerful newspaper singled out the evident quality 
of the project. You—our friends, alumni, and supporters—also 
rightly feel a kind of familial pride in the accomplishment of the 
art center team. all this flowed from several thousand words of 
type on a newspaper that might the next day be wrapping fish (but 
not in Poughkeepsie!).

Vassar college has always led by example in setting standards 
of quality in education. the mantra of the Frances Lehman Loeb 
art center has always been quality in all things, small and large, 
from acquisitions to publications to installations. the fortunate 

coincidence that led holland cotter to look, respond, and write 
so fulsomely about what he experienced in Subterranean Monu-
ments could have easily been repeated had he toured any of the 
dozens of exhibitions held here since 1993 or, conceivably, any 
that will come in the future. because the dedication, innovation, 
and perspiration of the art center staff came before the eyes of 
this reviewer, we were for a moment front-page news. but all of us 
on the staff know that, while we might not arrest the attention of 
Times’ reporters on a regular basis (or during the depth of winter 
when new York city itself is brimming over with art exhibitions and 
stories), there is never a question that adhering to high standards 
of quality—personal, communal, or institutional—will always 
be a dependable mode of operation and will never let you down, 
whether your efforts are in the headlines or not.

there is nothing wrong with being discriminating and exacting 
when it comes to recognizing quality in a work of art just as one 
would do with an idea. i am reminded of the German émigré art 
history professor at an ivy League university who befuddled his 
class of first-year graduate students when presenting two works of 
art and asking the question in heavily accented english “Which 
one has the Kvality. “after he led their discussion and their eyes in 
discerning various aspects of what was good, better, and best about 
the works in question, he left them with the rudimentary tools for 
determining excellence in many things. and these students ma-
tured and taught other students…and when The New York Times 
writer or anyone else stops to applaud our work it reinforces the 
message about quality taught to many of us at different times in 
different places.

James mundy
The Anne Hendricks Bass Director  
The Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center

From the art 
department

the art department is going digital with 
the aid of a major grant from the William 
stamps Farish Fund. the project aims to 
develop a collection of digital imagery for the 
Visual resources collection (formerly the 
slide collection with about 150,000 slides 
in the drawers) and to equip classrooms for 
digital projection. Jacqueline musacchio 
and nicholas adams have already demon-
strated how PowerPoint presentations can 
transport art 106 to the historic center of 
Florence and guide students through the 
interior spaces of buildings. the project, 
under the direction of Visual resources 
curator sarah Goldstein, will allow us to 
digitize the images needed for art 105-06 
and other intermediate art history courses. 
it will also encourage us to explore the new 
technology for innovative ways to teach our 
courses: e.g., with video that offers virtual 
tours of monuments and their sites with 
sweeping 360 degree views.

in the past semester we again have 
had the pleasure of viewing an exhibition 
curated by one of our colleagues. Karen 
Lucic organized Forms of Exchange: Art of 
Native Peoples from the Edward J. Guarino 
Collection, with the help of her students who participated in a 
seminar culminating in the exhibition. students gained invalu-
able professional experience in mounting the show. the rest of 
us were introduced to the elegant vases and lively beadwork of 
native artists from the american west, which provided a change 
of pace from the Loeb’s more usual fare. in the fall we were treated 
to Jacqueline musacchio’s Copies, Casts, and Pedagogy: The Early 
Teaching of Art and Art History at Vassar College. this exhibition 

consists of plaster casts of ancient statuary and copies of old master 
paintings that provided models for aspiring artists and teaching 
tools for young art historians. it is particularly appropriate that the 
exhibition looks to Vassar’s early leadership in the arts.

eve d’ambra
Professor and Chair of the Art Department

For Elizabeth 
Continued from Page one

to fruition in just over six months required the dedicated efforts of 
a large number of people, some of whom i would like to mention 
here, knowing that it is impossible, owing to space considerations, to 
acknowledge everyone. i would first like to mention the trustees of 
the college, most notably outgoing chairman richard Vandermark 
and incoming chairman William Plapinger who accepted some of 
the idiosyncrasies of this project and allowed it to proceed. next, 
i would like to thank Fran Fergusson for embracing the concept of 
Jenny holzer working on the campus on this scale and for supporting 
the installation in numerous ways. since the purchase of a work 
of outdoor sculpture in Fran’s honor was the initial idea of mark 
Lerner, chairman of the Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb art 
center, i would like to thank him for his willingness to broaden the 
scope of the project and for his active role in the fundraising. betsy 
eismeier, vice-president for finance, was a terrific source of practical 
advice throughout the planning stages, and the sage advice of Jim 
drohan, one of Vassar’s attorneys, was always welcome. 

concepts are one thing but realization is another, and i would 
like to cite the contributions of the Friends of the Frances Lehman 
Loeb art center and the fifty donors who made the fundraising 
effort, spearheaded by cathy baer and Jennifer dahnert of the de-
velopment office, a success. as often happens, several cornerstone 
gifts served as catalysts for a wider fundraising effort. therefore, i 
would particularly like to single out the significant donations made 
by mary hines, Leonard Lauder, Lynn straus, Georgia Welles, and 
Jeannette nichols. also essential to the success of the installation 
was the donation of the new sidewalk by Joe Kirchhoff of Kirchhoff 

construction. a full list of donors is appended to the membership 
list at the end of this newsletter.

naturally, without the commitment to the project by the artist 
and her studio all else would have been for naught. therefore, in 
addition to Jenny holzer herself i would like to acknowledge the 
diligent work of mindy mcdaniel, marc breslin, alanna Gedgau-
das, and alicia Zaludova.

it was a pleasure to work with susan deKrey, vice-president for 
college relations, in helping get the word about this project out to 
the larger world. it was also a pleasure to work with tom allen, 
director of buildings and grounds, and his staff, particularly Jeff 
horst and members of Jeff ’s ground crew, steve bathrick, Vinnie 
Grega, and allan o’meara who made the installation happen on 
schedule with the expert oversight of John socinski of rmG stone 
Products in Vermont.

Finally, the project would never have come to pass without the 
strenuous efforts of Jennifer cole and bev doppel of the Friends’ 
staff. in many ways Jennifer was the midwife of this installation, 
by overseeing its careful documentation (including a road trip to 
Vermont) and organizing the events of the day.

if you have not made a return to campus since may, i heartily 
encourage you not to miss the holzer installation when you are 
next on campus.

James mundy
The Anne Hendricks Bass Director
The Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center
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Friends’ report the Frances Lehman Loeb art center incorporates three forms 
of visual art for patrons to enjoy at Vassar college. You can walk 
through our cesar Pelli-designed gallery and view paintings rang-
ing from Ubertini to Picasso. and now with the latest addition 
of artwork to the campus, the installation of benches by world-
renowned conceptual artist, Jenny holzer, we have a sculpture you 
can not only walk around, but can also sit on.

the Jenny holzer installation For Elizabeth consists of twenty 
Laurentian green granite benches in honor of President Frances d. 
Fergusson’s twenty years as Vassar’s ninth president.  having already 
started to settle nicely into the landscape since their installation 
in may 2006, many visitors will see students sunning themselves 
while enjoying a moments rest.

this project could not have happened without the generosity 
of our members and the board of directors; President Fergusson; 
Jenny holzer; rmG stone; the cheim and reid Gallery; James 
mundy; Jennifer dahnert, director of development for principal and 
leadership gifts; Jeff horst, associate executive director of buildings 
and grounds; and our colleagues at the art center and Vassar.

in addition to the success of the holzer installation, the art 
center received a wonderful New York Times review by holland 
cotter, “Up From the Underground,” (august 11, 2006) see 
director’s message p.2 on the late summer exhibition, Subterranean 
Monuments: Burckhardt, John, Hujar, which was curated by mary-
Kay Lombino. the considerably favorable review, bringing regional 
attention and interest to the exhibition, was a public relations 
victory for the art center and college.

as the art center continues to offer more thought-provoking 
and visually stimulating exhibitions, the upcoming exhibition, Saul 
Steinberg: Illuminations, organized by the Frances Lehman Loeb 
art center and by former curator Joel smith, is already creating 
a great deal of excitement. the traveling exhibition begins at the 
morgan Library in new York, travels as far as Washington, dc, 
and cincinnati, and ends at Vassar in the fall of 2007, allowing 
people around the country to view the first ever retrospective of 
steinberg’s work.

another exciting arrival at the art center will be director 
James mundy’s guidebook to the Frances Lehman Loeb art center 
due to be published in early 2007. the guidebook, published by 
Prestel Publishing, is a full-color selection of 90 outstanding works 
of art from the prominent collection and history of the museum 
and its collections. 

many Friends’ events are planned for the fall of 2006, beginning 
with the “east meets West” gallery visit series, the first of which 
was given by Jennifer Krieger (Vassar, ’00) on october 19th at the 
hawthorne Gallery in new York city. Krieger gave a tour and talk 
on “american art in the Gallery” and the current art market.

in november, we are very fortunate to have another wonderful 
event in Washington, dc, this time a visit to sally epstein’s famed 
private collection of paintings and prints by edvard munch. 

organized by board members Gay Patterson Lord ’57 and maryann 
Kallison Friedman ‘55, this event will be held on november 
13th at the home of ms. epstein, who assembled this remarkable 
collection and will speak to the group and show her slides relating 
to the acquisitions.

Please look for more events in new York and elsewhere via 
mail and e-mail, as the Friends are starting to incorporate e-mail 
invitations or “e-vites” (electronic invitations) into our events. if 
you are interested in receiving invitations in an electronic format, 
please contact the office with your e-mail address at 845-437-5391 
or jecole@vassar.edu.

Jennifer e. cole
Administrative Manager
Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center

Dedication ceremony of the Jenny Holzer installation in 
honor of President Frances Daly Fergusson, May 8, 2006  
(top right and second down from right)  
photos by Chip Porter

Ellsworth Kelly Studio visit, April 29, 2006.  
(third down from right)
Photo by Jennifer E. Cole

Stephen Mazoh and Martin Kline Studio visit, May 20, 
2006. (bottom right)  
Photo by Jennifer E. Cole

Cheim & Reid Gallery book signing by Avis Berman,  
May 16, 2006.  
(bottom left)  
Photo by Jennifer E. Cole



Curator’s Choice

Dani by  
althea 
thauberger

althea thauberger’s recent body of work, 
entitled Treeplanters, was created in alberta, 
canada and combines the media of photogra-
phy and video. thauberger spent the summer 
of 2005 living and working with a group of 
young tree planters in remote regions that 
have been subject to much deforestation. 
tree planting, a summer youth occupation 
known to most canadians as a sort of right 
of passage, requires great dedication and long 
hours of manual labor but also engenders a 
summer camp-like camaraderie and bond-
ing among the workers. thauberger herself 
had been a tree planter for ten years prior 
to embarking on this project, positioning 
her not as an outsider making a document 
of another cultural group, but more as an 
older mentor, re-engaging in a dynamic of 
youth culture. the individual personalities 
of the young adults come across strongly in 
thauberger’s solo and group portraits. some 
of the photographs in the series, including 
dani, show her subjects in subtly performa-
tive poses, engaging with the environment. 
other pictures have no people at all, but 
show sweeping landscapes—lush in some 
places and decimated by logging in others. 
collectively, the images in the series possess 
a striking contrast between the desolation of 
the razed landscape and the rugged vitality 
expressed by the young tree planters. 

the young woman in Dani occupies the center of the frame 
and appears to be both a weary worker and a passionate warrior, 
surrounded by the fruits of her labor in the background, and the 
signs of destruction in the foreground. her work clothes—a ban-
dana tied around her head, mudguards on her shins, and a t-shirt 
with the sleeves rolled up—fall somewhere between fashion and 
function, deliberate sloppiness and genuine wear and tear from an 
exhausting summer job and constant exposure to the elements. her 
t-shirt reads “canada 125” and refers to the now defunct canada 
125 corporation, which was established in 1992 to celebrate the 
nation’s 125th year in confederation. the corporation shared with 
the tree planters a dedication to preserving the natural grandeur 
for all canadians to enjoy. it did so by giving seed money to cre-
ate the trans canada trail, the longest shared-use recreational 
trail in the world, spanning over 10,000 miles and winding its 
way through every canadian province and territory. the trail 
is designated for five core activities: walking, cycling, horseback 
riding, cross-country skiing and, where possible, snowmobiling. a 
t-shirt with this logo can be seen as a political statement in this 
context, promoting the appreciation of the land and condemning 
its devastation for commercial purposes. 

thauberger often incorporates her own personal experiences 
into her work as well as long-term collaborations with her subjects 



Althea Thauberger  
(Canadian, 1970- )
dani, 2005
Light jet print; edition 1 of 5
36 x 44 inches
Purchase, Advisory Council for 
Photography, Frances Lehman Loeb 
Art Center, with special thanks to 
James Kloppenburg
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drawn primarily from the permanent collection of the Frances 
Lehman Loeb art center, this exhibition presents around thirty 
preliminary drawings for murals from the 1930s and 1940s. a 
turbulent period in america’s history, this era saw record numbers 
of workers unemployed along with intense interest in national 
and regional identities and international politics. though quite 
often overlooked today, american mural paintings of these years 
infused everyday life with a communal vitality, covering walls 
with oils or frescoes that revealed artists’ heightened interests in 
historic or contemporary issues. James daugherty, for instance, is 
represented by an energetic, modernist watercolor on the theme 
of new england’s Puritan and abolitionist past, made for one of 
his murals at stamford high school in connecticut, sponsored 
by the federal Public Works of art Project. studies for murals for 
post offices in delhi, Poughkeepsie, and rhinebeck, new York, by 
andrée ruellan, Judson smith, and olin dows are also included, 
as are drawings for the rincon annex of the san Francisco Post 
office by anton refregier. 

For the People:
american 
mural drawings 
of the 1930s 
and 1940s
January 12 – March 11, 
2007
Prints and Drawings 
Galleries

James Daugherty  
(American 1887-1974)
the epic of new england: study for 
mural, “new england traditions,” 
stamford, connecticut, high 
school, 1934
Gouache and graphite on paper 
Gift of Charles and Lisa Daugherty
1998.27.1



with the intention to address the broader social and political im-
plications through the lens of real-life human experiences. her 
work also shows evidence of a sustained interest in romantic no-
tions of nature along with an optimistic worldview of the younger 
generation. Dani combines a view of the failed Utopian ideal of 
living communally with nature—seen in the devastation of the 
planet’s forests and alarming evidence of unsustainable industrial 
practices—with a glimpse of the hopeful outlook of a proud, youth-
ful woman determined to regain a reciprocal relationship with the 
land. this photograph, along with other works from thauberger’s 
Treeplanters series, will be included in the exhibition Utopian 
Mirage: Social Metaphors in Contemporary Photography and Film, 
a group exhibition scheduled to be on display this summer in the 
twentieth-century Galleries. 

thauberger received a bFa in Photography from concordia 
University, montréal Québec in 2000 and an mFa in Visual arts 
in 2002 from University of Victoria, british columbia. she has 
had one-person exhibitions at the berkeley art museum, White 
columns in new York, and Kunstlerhaus bethanien in berlin. her 
work has been included in shows in mexico, canada, switzerland, 
and belgium, as well as galleries across the United states. 

mary-Kay Lombino
The Emily Hargroves Fisher, 1957,
and Richard B. Fisher Curator

the mural movement in mexico, which had emerged in the 
‘twenties, spurred numerous american artists to travel there. 
Featured in the exhibition are several drawings from the early 
1930s by Woodstock artist marion Greenwood prepared for her 
murals for the Universidad san nicolás hidalgo in morelia and 
the mercado abelardo L. rodríguez in mexico city. alongside 
these large-scale works that extol mexican workers and farmers 
are documentary photographs of the murals and their settings, at-
tributed to mexican photographer manuel alvarez bravo. these 
and other rarely exhibited mural studies by ben shahn, arshile 
Gorky, Willem de Kooning, charles alston, and other ameri-
can artists are presented here, executed in a range of mediums, 
including watercolor, gouache, charcoal, graphite, and oil. the 
exhibition is organized by the Lehman Loeb art center and is 
accompanied by a brochure with essay by Patricia Phagan, cura-
tor of prints and drawings. it is generously supported by the smart 
Family Foundation, inc.
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Curator’s Choice

James 
daugherty’s
Music: Study 
for Mural, 
“American 
Rhythm” 

James daugherty (1887-1974) drew Music, a preliminary study for 
a mural panel at stamford, connecticut, high school in 1934, 
with an almost jumping rhythm of pattern and line. celebrating 
forms of american music, his figures engage in, from left to right, 
dance music, the fiddle, street music, indian drums, spirituals, op-
era, military marches, and piano. american music was one way to 
identify what the culture had in common during this economically 
depressed period, and daugherty’s verve-filled sketch pulsates in 
a jigsaw puzzle of shapes and figures that relay the cacophony of 
america’s musical traditions. even the black and red conté crayons 
he used lent themselves to the work’s smooth, often dense webs of 
lines. the artist would later draw individual figures for this and the 
other of his nine-foot high panels for the school’s octagonal music 
auditorium, using students and faculty at the school as models. but 
in this early compositional sketch, he was more concerned with 
grasping the overall design, splicing scenes together in a cubist 
approach, and reducing figures to essential, often caricatured 
outlines, reminiscent of the cartoons of the period.

this link to cartoons is not out of place in daugherty’s art, for 
during the second half of the 1920s he was immersed in the cartoon 
language of satire. indeed, cartoons in newspapers and magazines 
had entered what could be termed a golden age in the 1920s in 
the United states. the New Yorker, one of the most well-known 
american publications illustrated with cartoons during these 
years, began publishing in 1925, and daugherty, a convert to 
modernism, became a regular staff cartoonist from 1925 to 1927, 
drawing energetic ink cartoons often dense with conflated scenes, 
bold patterns, and playful caricatures. these and the gag cartoons 
of al Frueh, the brilliant black and white caricatures by miguel 
covarrubias, and the satirical contour line drawings by ralph 
barton, and works by numerous others in the pages of the New 
Yorker, became synonymous with a clever, energetic american 
humor, part of a young and thriving american identity during the 
decade of the twenties. 

in contrast, during the next decade and a half, the country’s 
identity became a more serious concern, especially for President 
roosevelt’s new deal administration and its broad programs to 
assist the Great depression’s unemployed, but it became so in 
an even broader sense. in an overwhelming way, artists, writers, 
photographers, and musicians saw american life and culture as 
worthy of documenting and as distinctive from the old cultures of 
europe. america came to be not only defined by its musical tradi-
tions but also by its art, literature, regional cultures and traditions, 
and even the complexities of issues that absorbed one’s daily atten-
tions, including not only family life but also crime, industry, and 
struggles among workers for fair wages. daugherty’s other mural 
panels from this same project, the whole entitled The Democracy 
of Education, dealt with some of these themes, specifically historic 
episodes in new england’s history such as the pilgrim founders, 
minute men, and abolitionists; and education as a gateway to a 
greater, more profound and more enlightened voice in the world. 

indeed, daugherty saw his mural project as one part in a much larger 
effort at national healing. Writing on march 4, 1934 to edward 
bruce, head of the Public Works of art Project (PWaP), which 
sponsored the mural, he confided that “as i work from day to day 
on my particular mural job i am getting a keener vision, a more 
rousing impulse[,] a more vital human contact out of it all that is 
making it a case of individual recovery as well as national.”

the PWaP was the first government project in the United states 
to sponsor the making of murals and sculpture for the decoration of 
public buildings and to provide needy, qualified artists with work. 
the general subject of the american scene, so popular at the time, 
was chosen for artists for this project since it gave such a large arena 
of possible motifs. his specific audience for all of his seven panels, 
where one painting seemed to flow into another, was those high 
school students in stamford. Years later, in 1970, all seven panels 
were taken down due to a renovation; six of them were restored, 
with four eventually purchased by the city of stamford. his School 
Activities panel is installed in the Jeremy richard Library at the 
University of connecticut in stamford. 

in an about-face, in his finished oil for our drawing, daugherty 
displayed a choreographed, painted dance of muscular figures more 
attuned to the strains of the american scene than to the pages of 
the New Yorker. he was well-trained for conceiving these murals 
with their didactic messages and flowing compositions, having 
been born in asheville, north carolina to a family steeped in 
the pleasures of literature and story-telling and with a devotion 
to the heroes of america’s past. early on he was a student at the 
corcoran school of art in Washington, d.c., training later at the 
Pennsylvania academy of the Fine arts in illustration with henry 
mccarter and painting with impressionist William merritt chase. 
he also trained in europe, attending the London art school under 
well-known muralist and illustrator Frank brangwyn. a prolific il-
lustrator, daugherty made drawings for a large number of books. as 
a muralist, his very first project had been his modernist decoration 
of the lobby for Loew’s state theatre in cleveland, ohio in 1920, 
followed shortly thereafter with the colorful, henri rousseau-like 
murals in a lounge in a Loew theater in newark, new Jersey. 

the language of our drawing, Music, with its quick, almost sa-
tirical touch and abstract patterning, seems to have evolved from 
daugherty’s years as an avid cartoonist and as a modernist. how-
ever, his engagement with america’s music, in all its simultaneous 
varieties, stems from his assignment to decorate the music room 
at the school and from his appreciation of the history and cultural 
traditions of the nation. Music will be featured in the exhibition 
For the People: American Mural Drawings of the 1930s and 1940s, 
on view from January 12 through march 11, 2007.

Patricia Phagan
The Philip and Lynn Straus Curator  
of Prints and Drawings



James Daugherty (American 1887-1974)
music: study for mural, “american 
rhythm,” stamford, connecticut 
high school, 1934
Black and red conté crayons with 
graphite on paper
Gift of Charles and Lisa Daugherty
1997.9.3 

Upcoming Exhibitions
Off the Shelf: New Forms in Contemporary artist’s Books
october 6 – december 17, 2006
Prints and Drawings Galleries

over the course of the last ten years artists have expanded the terrain of the artist’s 
book, taking the format to new limits. artists such as Jonathan callan, Paul noble, 
and brian belott manipulate found books to invent new objects that have been 
transformed by the artist’s hand and imagination. this exhibition includes work by 
thirteen international artists working today who create books alongside their other 
output including painting, drawing, photography, and sculpture. 

For the People: american Mural Drawings of the 1930s and 1940s
January 12-march 11, 2007
Prints and Drawings Galleries

drawn primarily from the permanent collection of the Frances Lehman Loeb art 
center, this exhibition presents approximately thirty preliminary drawings for murals 

from the 1930s and 1940s. a turbulent period in america’s history, this era 
saw record numbers of workers unemployed along with intense interest in 
national and regional identities and international politics. 

Chikanobu: Modernity and Nostalgia in Japanese Prints
march 23 – may 13, 2007 
Prints and Drawings Galleries

Yoshu chikanobu (1838-1912) was a leading artist in the meiji period, the 
era from 1868 to 1912 when Japan underwent rapid westernization and the 
emperor was reinstated as ruler. Like many other print artists of these years, 
chikanobu worked with subjects of traditional Japanese woodblock prints, 
such as actors, courtesans, famous sites, and beautiful women, while often 
reflecting western conventions in art and picturing current events, such as 
the saigo rebellion and various battles of the sino-Japanese War.  
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Friends of 
the Frances 
Lehman 
Loeb art 
center 

July 1, 2005 — June 30, 2006 

the focus of the Friends’ fundrais-
ing in fiscal year ’05-’06 was a 
Jenny holzer installation of twenty 
benches, commissioned to honor 
Frances daly Fergusson’s twenty 
years as Vassar’s president. many 
Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb 
art center opted to increase their 
membership levels as their contri-
bution toward the project. those 
individuals are noted below with a  
# beside their name.

*denotes deceased

Individual Members ($50 - 99)

sheila nipomnich abrams ’52
diana adams
Patricia aglietti
catherine W. albanese
Karen bisgard alexander ’58
ambassador Properties, inc.
mary White anderson ‘43
deborah martin arner ’57
Georgia Perkins ashforth ’54
Liane Wiener atlas ’43
Joyce Jacobson axelrod ’61
margot Farr baldwin ’57
Leonard and elaine bard
marcia Linden barr ’59
bernadette barrett
edith mcbride bass ’54
Joan dreyfuss baumrind ’51
selby butt beeler ’63
barbara courier bell ’63
Karen Zelfman bell ’68

*margery todd bell ’37
susan Koelle bell ’61
sharon campbell benton ’62
nancy a. bialler ’69
mr. and mrs. don beddie
betty Lou Perlroth blumberg ’58;’57
Lois dalis blumenfeld ’48
ray F. boedecker
mr. and mrs. Ludwig brand
mary m. brockway
m. elizabeth brothers ’50
ann distler brown ’48
maryann bruno ’82

#alice ramsey bruns ’31
alison h. burr ’77
Jane Van cahill ’65
sadie Jane effron cahn ’33
John b. carroll ’72

#Patricia Purcell chappell ’54
mr. and mrs. James cherof

#eliza childs ’71
heather b. ciociola ’91
christiane h. citron ’71

#Jo ann citron ’71
Louise b. clarke
rosemary Klineberg coffey ’57
Judith simon cohen ’59
brooke Pickering cole 
carl and melissa sage  
cowansage ’72

mr. and mrs. richard h. crenson
evelyn J. crispell ’77
nancy Fryer croft ’69
elaine crosby
maria martinez cullen ’61

#Janet chafee cushman ’42
Ziva eckstein dahl ’65
clare L. dana ’64

#elizabeth adams daniels ’41
#Laura d. davis ’79
mary Lou benson davison ’40
Virginia Gilson dearborn ’41
margaret Goodman decker ’45;46
sally bixby defty ’53
barbara singer demerath ’72

#Patricia ellen deneroff ’73
allen deragon
mary m. desole
Lee martin deYoung ’70
Jennifer n. diForio ’06
deborah detchon dodds ’65
dorothy Varisco donaho ’45
John m. donoghue
mary ellen blumenfeld doyle ’60
Jack and Joan coan dunbar ’48
brooke duncan iii ’74
Wendy Lipsey ecker ’62
edith mcLane edson ’47
h. rosemary cody edwards ’42
doreen Peterson elia ’65
constance comly ellis ’56
howard a. ellis
ali can ertug ’96
camille cottrell espeut ’45-4 

#alicia craig Faxon ’52
Joan e. Fay
richard and margery Kamin  
Feitler ’85;’86

amy Parkhurst Ferrell ’61
Linda Walder Fiddle ’81
elisabeth West Fitzhugh ’47
regina d. Fitzpatrick
blair stevenson Fleischmann
Phyllys betts Fleming ’50
Patricia stubbs Fleming ’57
harry Fogg
alice Forman

#ruthellen Fried ’72
Joan mann Friedman ’44
christine Fritz
George Gallup
James Garcia

#christine benedict Garo ’46
mary blair buggie Garvey ’50
mr. and mrs. m. Gregg Gau
margaret evans Gault ’52
daisy d. Genrich
Pamela miller Gerard ’56

#Karen Kiil Giannelli ’52
adele Gignoux ’62
mary Jordan Gilbert ’45

dr. and mrs. Jack Goodman
eleanor Graefe
clare downey Graham ’68
elizabeth Jane Green ’73

#ron Green
taube Gargill Greenspan ’49
errico W. Gregory
christina Flint Grossman ’87

#dr. and mrs. arthur h. Groten
courtney m. Gugliuzza ’06
antoinette Varisco Guido ’45
david and barbara hagstrom
Walter and Judith ashe 
handelman ’57

Louise Lipsey harpel ’58
ian hartsough ’07
summer sherburne hawkins ’00
dorothy a. hayward

#sydney elliot henderson ’41
delmar hendricks
charlene r. herzer ’72
alison d. hinchman ’94
Julianne Kaufman hirsh ’61
Janet a. hobbs
hyacinthe Kaufman hoffman ’37
Katherine Lokey hogan ’80
anne s. hopkins ’52
edmond horsey
Frederic howard
margaret betz howard ’49
anne hoene hoy ’63
mary-alice hunter ’38
Kira Lin irving ’07
helene cohn isaac ’52
ann Faulkner Jacobs ’41
Frederic Jaffee
roxie Johnson
evie t. Joselow ’83
eamon P. Joyce
stan and anita Kantrowitz
sarah L. Kennedy ’83

#Lea nation Kinstler ’56
Kaelan Q. Kleber ’06
Joanne L. Klein
Judith m. Kleinberger ’63
marcia tuttle Knowles ’41
mr. and mrs. eugene Kolankowsky
marjorie Fine Krems ’85
benjamin n. Krevolin
Ki Kroll
elizabeth deLong Kuhl ’47
cheryl c. Kurer ’79

#alice Louise beal Kurten ’52
Jayne m. Kurzman ’68
michelle c. Lamuniere ’88
Jeffrey m. Landes ’87
Kathleen holman Langan ’46
carol L. Lawton ’71
annik La Farge ’82
ann carnahan Lawson ’55
renee orlan Lerner ’57
Jane a. Levenson ’61
diane stoler Levy ’63
Karen Joy Lewis ’68
sherry rabbino Lewis ’54
marion siskind Liebowitz ’54
sybil Light
naomi riker Linzer ’46
elaine c. Lipschutz
ann hume Loikow ’70
alison Luchs ’70
alexander d. Lutch ’09
Jayne Luttinger
susan Widing Lynch ’76

#Lynn e. mador ’01
Kathleen brown mantaro ’86 
aura s. marinescu ’84
Jean clifford markell ’42

#June ross marks ’49
#carol buettner marley ’64
#carol marquand
alexandra r. marshall
natalie Junemann marshall ’51

#dr. Paul masters and dr. Jill taylor
Katherine selz mayer ’31
Yvonne mayer
Phoebe dare anderson  
mccarthy ’69

christine mcKay
alexandra r. merley ’01
anne miller

#Lillian moerschell ’71
margaret morse
eugene moser

#stephen richard motika
Lois r. mound ’63
susan and edward mulkern
James mundy ’74

#Joan e. murphy
hester hinsdale nau ’56
helen trimble nauman ’55
dr. and mrs. andrew needelman
Jeanne bernhard opdycke ’57
Joan m. oury
caroline m. Perkins
Louise a. Pfeiffer ’40

#ann shanedling Phillips ’57
Kelly Porter
robert L. Pounder
elizabeth stratton Pratt ’50
anthony Prizzia
Joan thomas Purnell ’45

teresa Quinn
#anne barrows ramsey ’40
elizabeth W. ratigan ’65
alden calmer read ‘52
barbara Vesey-brown reed ’50
carol L. reichert
Joan reifler
samuel W. rein
alice h. remini
nancy bailey riegel ’57
n. elizabeth roberts ’80
Phyllis m. ritter
anna ingersoll roberts ’43
suzanne h. rodgers ’61
barbara rogan and benjamin 
Kadishson

Keith F. rosebush
mr. and mrs. barry rosen
Jane miller ross ’56
rosalie c. rossi
mr. & mrs. Lawrence rothbaum
diana nieman rothenberg ’63
Judith G. rubin
Wilfred e. rumble
Genevieve mcsweeney ryan ’80

#mary hyman samuels ’40
mr. and mrs. Peter saul
barbara sauls
dr. & mrs. edward J. scarvalone
Phyllis Wurtzel scherr ’70
dianne r. schwartz ’82
Lita Linzer schwartz ’50 
Perle Klausner scope ’51
Lynn thomson scott ’64
nancy row scott ’70
Jane carney scully ’65
elayne seaman
anne munger seavey ’42
Juliet sharrock
richard J. shea ’85 and Lytitia 
Fadell shea ’86

anne sheffield ’71
Joan Zimmerman shore ’56
herbert L. shultz

#Leonard e. simon
barbara blagden sisson ’42
rev. and mrs. W. Winston skinner
Kathleen tener smith ’65
Patricia osborne smith ’50
martha benedict solnit ’44
Jane arnold spanel ’48
crystal robin sperbeck ’04
nancy raab starnbach ’61
naomi c. stephen ’84
nathaniel J. stevens ’88
mr. and mrs. William Y. stevens
elizabeth bigelow stewart ’44
Florence smith stone ’60
elizabeth hubbard stott ’41
richard c. strain
mary Kay sullivan ’72
colleen G. sundstrom ’71
Whitney templeton ’89
steven terr
nancy cale thompson ’61
Joan Gubin tolchin ’64
Jessica tomb
Joanne Joslin troy ’46
Kristen e. Vale ’96
norma Wood Van Kleeck
alice hawkins Van tuhl ’56
dr. and mrs. George Vaught
maria Verven
Jean buchanan Vitalis ’58
nancy mack von euler ’83
caroline Gregson Wabl ’95
harriett Gordon Wagman ’54
Geraldine Polack Waldorf ’63
nancy Walsh

#alvin Wanzer
Katharine stevens Ward ’44
cynthia berman Watson ’71
estelle cashman Weedon ’64
Joyce Weinstein
emilie Welles ’55
sherrill brown Wells ’62
Laura allersmeyer Werner ’63
constance eustis Weseloh ’48
margaret Whelan
edith reynolds White ’44
emily r. Whiting ’85
carol c. Williams ’59

#mr. and mrs. William d. Wixom
carole Wolf
d. clark Woodruff ’87
margot a. Woolley ’69
susan debevoise Wright ’69
Kenneth t. and barbara W. 
Yanavage ’84

anne hines Young ’81
ellen almoian Yuracko ’61
margaret stone Zilboorg ’38
myra Krieger Zuckerbraun ’59

Contributing Members  
($100 - 249)

margaret nichols allport ’45-4
Lydia tyner anderson ’44
robert a. annibale ’80
mr. and mrs. robert W. anthony
John ashbery and david Kermani
susan stevenson badder ’63

#Frances and Lenox dial baker
Jane myers baker ’41
Vivian endicott barnett ’65
meta Packard barton ’50
William J. behre ’87
alexandra Grigg beitz ’82
marco s. bellin ’89
susan stanton benedict ’77

#anne miller bennett ’61
#thane e. benson ’74
Judith denenberg berg ’55
Jane cohen bergner ’64
Joan mack bernhard ’53
h. blair bess ’80
Jeannetta Wilson black ’40
elinor Gordno blair ’34

#beverly F. blatt ’65
susan mccallum bledsoe ’64
albert and susan deisseroth 
blodgett ’62

#deborah boldt ’69
#aurelia Garland bolton ’57
Jean ramsay bower ’57
samuel a. bowman
sally humason bradlee ’51
Kathleen Weil-Garris brandt ’56
Lois Fishstein bregstein ’56

#Phyllis bressman
dr. and mrs. eric brocks
barbara buenger ’70

#mr. and mrs. nicholas K. burke
Lisa hooker campbell ’82
Perry carroll
Georgia sims carson ’52
barbara Philen chase ’56

#susan chevlowe ’81
margaret mears cianfarini ’70
Joan Zoeller clark ’66

#dumont m. clarke ’74
#Frances White  

cohen-Knoerdel ’55
#elizabeth randolph cole ’53
roberta Goldring coles ’49
mary hawkins cook ’59

#milton and Lilla blumenthal 
cooper ’49

Kimberly shuck cowan ’87
#anne Goheen crane ’63
#carol c. cruikshank ’43
#Julia cuniberti ’44
mr. and mrs. malcolm h. davis
Jeanne marie del casino ’74

#Lisa denby ’87
elisabeth Petschek de Picciotto ’50

#dr. and mrs. dennis devereux
#stephen dewhurst ’75
#carol nipomnich dixon ’57
#maureen e. doallas ’75
Karen b. domino ’73

#nancy dunston dorris ’62
Karen m. dowd ’84
christopher d. drago ’98
harriet bouvy drake ’52
Lucinda nash dudley ’57
Ginger dunlap-dietz ’61
dana hutchinson dunn ’71
John dux
elizabeth hires edelson ’96
mr. and mrs. Jack effron
Valerie einhorn

#charles J. engel
#eleanor morss english ’41
barrie Landauer estes ’56

#stuart P. Feld
naomi Goldstein Feldman ’52
susan L. Feminella ’64
Frances daly Fergusson
Joanne bluestone Feuerman ’64

#sheila ffolliott ’67
Kathy Kelsey Foley ’74
sarah Winters French ’54
Geraldine Gewirtz Friedman ’41
ann Walker Gaffney ’59
nancy Farnam Gannett ’49
arthur L. Gellert

#maryann P. Genco
#mr. and mrs. edward Gershuny
mary meeker Gesek ’58
Peggy Pike Gesell ’35
ann Gifford

#enid Fessenden Gifford ’45
mrs. Frederic s. Glazener
robert F. and margaret skelly 
Goheen ’41

John s. Gordon ’00
Louisa b. Grenquist ’95
dr. and mrs. Peter Grillo
Karen margolis Griswold ’82

#Jerome and debbie Grossman
Joan Joffe hall ’56
Vivian halpern hall ’44

#Gloria shaw hamilton ’41
shirley m. handel
Joseph and susan Witter 
handelman ’54

ann snyder harrod ’60
emily tribble hart ’56
anne Gould hauberg ’41
F. m. Phillips hauge ’50
christine havelock
eugenie aiguier havemeyer ’51
eugenia hawrylko ’62
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claire Werner henriques ’52
nancy harmel henze ’68
dorothy Kittell hesselman ’51

#Frances benson hogg ’62
alice ingram hooker ’55
dr. stuart isaacson
armine a. isbirian
elizabeth Wade isham ’51
Waleska evans James ’45-4
margaret daly Johnson ’84
Virginia Johnson ’52
deborah G. Jones
elizabeth h. Jones ’40
sara caldwell Junkin ’64
ellin roudin Kalmus ’46

#Karen Garver Karl ’72
meredith L. Kendall ’09
elena de la ossa Kingsland ’56

#mary middlebrook Knight ’43
sarah schoenkopf Kovner ’57
rose Kean Lansbury ’53

#William and catherine Leach
heather J. Lemonedes 3
Paul G. Lenhart ’79
Joseph P. Leonardo ’90
Zoe Webber Levinson ’45
Janet West Lloyd ’55
barbara Quick Lorndale ’50
Frances Levison Low ’41
anne e. Lundberg ’00

#Ken Lustbader ’83
carolyn J. Lutz ’82

#Valerie J. macKay
martha i. maguire ’77
eric marcus and eslee samberg
Janet maughan
Karlan sloan mccarthy ’61
Jean humason mccullough ’51
thomas and Gail Levy  
mcGlinchey ’64

susan mcKone-burks
#*mary mcLaughlin
#suzanne Walker mcnear ’56
susan harris mcPhillips ’71
margaret macinnis meagher ’62

#mary agnes amick melton ’50
andrew menard and ruth rachlin
charlotte saville metcalf ’62

#ellen elting michelman ’58
susan d. mischler ’70
alan and alice handelman  
model ’57

Jay d. montfort ’89
eleanor Johnson moore ’56

#caroline morris ’65
elizabeth motika
Patricia Grant mudge ’50

#edward J. mulvey
cornelia Gibson nelson ’68
Kathleen o’donnell
anne b. ogden ’68
mark s. ordan ’79
suzanne F. Patterson ’57
LaFleur Paysour ’72
Pamela rowe Peabody ’57

#Lee and terrill Peterson
#marjorie Fingerhood Pfeffer ’41
mary ellen schwartz Pindyck ’68
colleen bell Plantinga ’74
sally boyd Polk ’54

#eleanor daughaday Popper ’43
nancy L. Purdy ’51
Gloria rabinowitz ’59

#Lucile thiessen rawson ’61
#Pauline ashley reid ’49
#evangeline b. reilly
richard K. replin ’75
mr. and mrs. John rinn
cinda L. rosenberg ’77
barbara aaron rosston ’84
maxine aaron rosston ’46
audrey Lewis ruge ’73

#andra d. sanders ’70
Peter saul

#margaret shafer saunders ’48
#elisabeth barrett schalk ’63
Viktoria coleman-davis  
schaub ’73

Justin and deborah satz scheer ’56
#ruth ann scherm ’45
#norma honig schlesinger ’52
elizabeth Wade sedgwick ’36
roberta i. shaffer ’74
barbara stern shapiro ’50
elizabeth K. shequine 
innis shoemaker ’64
Frances Liepold singer ’53
Jane Wade skorko 
Janet simon smith ’35

#Jean irwin smith ’42
#Virginia b. smith
richard smolin
deborah solon ’82

#Jill spiller ’63
barbara hadley stanton ’57
Phoebe rentschler stanton ’50

#barbara Finch stock ’53
mary Worley stone ’48

#anne Parks strain ’56
connor strauss ’76 

#Kathryn Knowles suminsby ’56
Lucy hwa sun ’74

Gregory sundberg and susan sears
bryna horuvitz sweedler ’61

#mary Wilbur thacher ’49
mary ellen aamot thierheimer ’67
beth mowry thomas
Felicitas thorne
Janeth Lloyd thoron ’53

#Judith Fiedler topilow ’63
Ludmilla a. trigos ’86
Paul and erika tullis 

#ethel rowley twichell ’47
maris Van alen
beverly Von Weise rumage  
Vickrey ’47

sylvia babcock Weaver ’46
#robin Woodard Weening ’69
#martha Gaines Wehrle ’47
Lillian Weigert
elizabeth bassett Welles ’59

#Virginia Willard Wentworth ’32
Lenore Levine Weseley ’54
hilary e. Whittaker ’52
marcia Goldman Widenor ’51

#Leah Johnson Wilcox ’69
Wildenstein & co., inc.
elizabeth L. Williams ’74
Jacqueline K.Wilson ’82
Lenore Litzky Winkler ’56

#margot bell Woodwell ’57
#edward and Patricia Jaskun  

Wright ’65

Sustaining Members ($250 - 499)

mr. and mrs. charles m. andola
Phoebe haffner andrew ’60
Louise Leipner arias ’62

#Jane callomon arkus ’50
#mary benjamin arnstein ’47
margaret travis atwood ’47

#betsy shack barbanell ’61
mr. and mrs. robert beitcher

#Lois baldwin bishop ’56
#Lydia Pratt blackshaw ’52
rebecca driscoll blodgett ’55
eve r. borsook ’49

#barbara bell brenner ’61
Joan hirschhorn bright ’83

#Frances Jones brooks ’40
#sally thackston butler ’52
mary ann bickford casey ’60
maria cristina celada ’82
elizabeth Goodrich 
chamberlain’38

#sally dayton clement ’71
#Katinka Podmaniczky coleman ’39
Julia blodgett curtis ’62
barbara rowe demarneffe ’52
Frances baker dickman ’69
Peter donhauser ’81 and Whitney 
Wilson donhauser ’89

margaret townsend downward ’36
alice Levi duncan ’71

#mr. and mrs. blair effron 
#Vivien c. elmslie ’45-4
madelyn ewing

#Lawrence m. and suzanne 
rubenstein Fishman ’55

#bette m. Fried ’61
eleanor Fay Gambee ’62
miriam mendlovitz Gold ’53

#theodora simon Greenbaum’47
#carla Lawson Gude ’65
Lisa hahn
charlotte i. hall ’54

#nancy Gail harrison ’74
#mark delavan harrop ’76 and Lucy 

mayer harrop ’74
#maryalice Peirce hartshorn ’62
margaret Frey hastings ’55

#mary Lee telley herbster ’56
isabelle miller hyman ’51
susan imbriani Johnson ’87

#anne Keating Jones ’43
Virginia Lewisohn Kahn ’49
Katherine Wehrle Kend ’82

#ann rasmussen Kinney ’53
susan cosgriff Kirk’55
margaret newhouse Kirkpatrick ’74
evie b. Klein ’90
Paula J. Krasny ’85
Jennifer c. Krieger ’00

#Judith axenzow Lewittes ’63
#Gay Patterson Lord ’57
#margaret thom Lovejoy ’39
Paul and christine Lundberg

#William and mary Lunt
elizabeth cabot Lyman ’64
Jean bronson mahoney ’52
Virginia cretella mars ’51

#Peter c. mcGinnis 
bannon Jones mchenry ’52

#mary bigelow mcmillan ’41
alice Pack melly ’56

#Florence K. millar ’44
#andrea Leeds miron ’75
ann Kieswetter morales ’58

#ann Lawrance balis morse ’59
sylvia allen nelson ’53

#alan G. neumann
cebert s.J. noonan ’84
dina Palin
barbara Karpf Palmer ’56

dr. and mrs. robert Palmer
#Patricia o’brien Parsons ’51
William a. Plapinger ’74
Letitia mcclure Potter ’59
anne Lyman Powers ’45-4
elise Power Quimby ’56

#eleanor mack raths ’56
marilyn resnick redfield ’62
Katharine Lee reid ’63
Kelly K. reynolds ’87
Jeanne Greenberg rohatyn ’89
michael and Juliet Van Vliet 
rubenstein ’59

#nancy Quackenbush rubsam ’64
Katharine clapp ruhl ’59 
Louise edelman sagalyn ’47

#Geraldine Poppa schechter ’59
mark schwartz and bettina Katz
nancy schwartz ’52

#adrian L. scott ’57
elizabeth hunter scott ’62
dorothy b. seiberling ’43
James J. storrow 

#Frances Prindle taft ’42
#milbrey rennie taylor ’68
#Phyllis davison teasdale ’43
eleanor mallory thomas ’60

#alice myers Wald ’62
Joan andrews Watters ’50

#anne Weil Weinberg ’64
allison c. Whiting ’86
dr. and mrs. Karl Wustrack

Donor Members ($500-999)

Jean coller allen ’43
molly mather anderson ’43
Phebe townsend banta ’61
susanna eszenyi bedell ’40

#dorothy addams brown ’45-4
anne holton bushman ’44
richard h. chazen 

#robin rowan clarke ’60
roberta m. coughlin ’56

#James t. curtis ’84
mary Lee Lowe dayton ’46
dawn Weingart effron ’57

#elizabeth Lewisohn  
eisenstein ’45-4

carolyn Peck Farris ’53
margot hirsh Feely ’52

#margaret n. Frankston ’70
#maryann Kallison Friedman ’55
#margaret Quackenbush hart ’52
Frances aaron hess ’53

#alison church hyde ’59
martha rivers ingram ’57

#Jane reisman Jampolis ’59
Jonathan Kagan
James K. Kloppenburg ’77
mark J. Lerner ’74
Lou and candace Jenks Lewis ’66
sarah henry Lupfer ’45-4
elizabeth Gosnell miller ’84
*mary swissler oldberg ’36
sally Lyman rheinfrank ’63

#rebecca schmitt richardson ’52
Jane alexander robinson ’61

#deborah menaker rothschild ’71
#mary ellen Weisl rudolph ’61
david J. smiley and Lauren Kogod

#suzan barnes thomas ’69
bill and Kelly thompson

#dorothy matheis thornhill ’45
helen sonnenberg tucker ’47
anne henoch Vogel ’63

#nora ann Wallace ’73
sue ann Gotshal Weinberg ’51
ann thom Welles ’45-4
Georgia elmes Welles ’52
Katharine stone White ’36

Patron Members ($1,000 – 2,499)

#Frances beatty adler ’70
anne hendricks bass ’63
Joseph a. coplin ’88
christie’s
elizabeth bradley dorsey ’44

#tania Goss evans ’59
#brent h. Feigenbaum ’82
Julia amster Fishelson ’46
emily hargroves Fisher ’57
mary ann Fariello Flemma ’54

#reva messeloff Greenberg ’58
sara Green handley ’72
mr. and mrs. steven r. hirsch ’71

#bettie schroth Johnson ’56
James and caroline miller Kautz ’55
the Lachaise Foundation
Phyllis markman Landes ’50
mr. and mrs. Jason d. mcmanus
Leonard and ellen Gordon  
milberg ’60

#Linda carr milne tyte ’62
James G. and Purcell scheu  
Palmer ’62

#Grace mcGraw Parr ’48
belle Krasne ribicoff ’45
mary coxe schlosser ’51 

Benefactor ($2,500 – 4,999)

#mr. and mrs. Patrick demarchelier
#anne e. hayes ’62
Jane hertzmark hudis ’81

#Joan oestreich Kend ’56
#Lynn Gross straus ’46
christopher r. and  
roberta r. tunnard

Director’s Circle ($5,000 +)

Judith Loeb chiara ’49
mary Pick hines ’53
arthur L. Loeb

Donors to Special Funds: 
Purchase, Reunion, Matching 
Gifts, Bequests, Special Events

George and Phebe townsend  
banta ’61

betsy shack barbanell ’61
sanford and Karen Zelfman bell ’68
albert and susan deisseroth 
blodgett ’62

Joan hirschhorn bright ’83
mr. and mrs. richard chazen
James t. curtis, Jr. ’84
andrew and Ziva eckstein dahl ’65
mr. and mrs. tyler dann
mr. and mrs. malcolm davis
marie dumas
exxonmobil Fdn, inc.
margot hirsh Feely ’52
Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb 
art center

Kusum Gaind
Ge Fund matching Gift Program
michael and clare downey 
Graham ’68

Lisa hahn
Peter and helen haje Foundation
nancy Gail harrison ’74
maryalice Peirce hartshorn ’62
Frances haverkampf
christina hawkinson
delmar hendricks
mary Pick hines ’53
roberta huber
Peter and barbara huenink
ibm matching Gifts Program
roxanne mcneil Johnson ’78
Joan oestreich Kend ’56
Joanne L. Klein
mark J. Lerner ’74
Lou and candace Jenks Lewis ’66
Peter mcGinnis
margaret macinnes meagher ’62
Kenneth and andrea Leeds  
miron ’75

moody’s Fdn matching Gift 
Program

mr. and mrs. Gordon neumann
Purcell scheu Palmer ’62
Jean daniels Portell ’62
rockefeller Fdn matching Gifts 
Program

mr. and mrs. Jay rohrlich
Kathleen rosenblatt
nancy Quackenbush rubsam ’64
david and elizabeth barrett  
schalk ’63

mr. and mrs. John h. smith, Jr.
Jill spiller ’63
bryna horuvitz sweedler ’61

Gifts were given in honor of:
Frances daly Fergusson
James mundy
Kelly thompson

Gifts were given in memory of:
mary swissler oldberg ’36

Donors to Sculpture Fund in 
honor of Frances Daly Fergusson

Frances beatty adler ’70
banco santander central hispano
Phebe townsend banta ’61
meta Packard barton ’50
anne holton bushman ’44
chazen engineering & Land 
surveyors

robin rowan clarke ’60
James t. curtis ’84
John and ellen chinn curtis ’64
elisabeth Petschek de Picciotto ’50
donoghue, thomas, auslander & 
drohan

nancy dunston dorris ’62
harriet bouvy drake ’52
dawn Weingart effron ’57
estee Lauder, inc.
tania Goss evans ’59
carolyn Grant Fay ’36
Kathy Kelsey Foley ’74
Peter F. Frey ’82
maryann Kallison Friedman ’55
Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb 
art center

nancy Farnam Gannett ’49
richard Gluckman

John s. Gordon ’00
nancy Gail harrison ’74
mark delavan harrop ’76
claire Werner henriques ’52
mary Pick hines ’53
mary-alice hunter ’38
anne Keating Jones ’43
elizabeth h. Jones ’40
evie t. Joselow ’83
Phyllis markman Landes ’50
mark J. Lerner ’74
Victoria hawks Lombardi ’63
Gay Patterson Lord ’57
Jean clifford markell ’42
Leonard and ellen Gordon  
milberg ’60

milberg Factors, inc.
elizabeth Gosnell miller ’84
Kenneth and andrea Leeds  
miron ’74

ann Lawrance balis morse ’59
Jeannette terrell nichols ’46
James G. and Purcell scheu Palmer 
Foundation

cesar Pelli and diana balmori Fund
mary ellen schwartz Pindyck ’68
Letitia mcclure Potter ’59
marion Knauss Poynter ’46
Katharine Lee reid ’63
h. Peter stern
stevenson Lumber company, inc.
the Philip and Lynn straus 
Foundation

Lisa and steven tananbaum ’87
Kelly thompson
anne henoch Vogel ’63
Katharine stevens Ward ’44
Georgia elmes Welles ’52
sherrill brown Wells ’62
hilary e. Whittaker ’52
Katharine stone White ’36

Board of Directors 
Friends of the Frances Lehman 
Loeb art Center

Honorary Directors
anne holton bushman ’44
Virginia herrick deknatel ’29
harriet bouvy drake ’52
claire Werner henriques ’52
mary Pick hines ’53
anne Keating Jones ’43
Phyllis markman Landes ’50
evelyn borchard metzger ’32
andrea Leeds miron ’75
belle Krasne ribicoff ’45
mary coxe schlosser ’51
h. Peter stern 
Katharine stone White ’36
alice Farley Williams ’32

Board of Directors
mark J. Lerner ’74, Chair
Gay Patterson Lord ’57, Vice-Chair
anne e. hayes ’62, Vice-Chair/
Membership

elise Power Quimby ’56, Co Vice-
Chair

James curtis ’84, Secretary
brent h. Feigenbaum ’82, Treasurer

Frances beatty adler ’70
Jane callomon arkus ’50
andrea m. baldeck ’72
Kathleen Weil-Garris brandt ’56
Joan hirschhorn bright ’83
mary ann bickford casey ’60
robin rowan clarke ’60
James curtis ’84
eve d’ambra
Whitney Wilson donhauser ’89
tania Goss evans ’59
maryann Kallison Friedman ’55
John s. Gordon ’00
sara Green handley ’72
nancy Gail harrison ’74
susan imbriani Johnson ’87
Virginia Johnson ’52
evie t. Joselow ’83
heather Lemonedes ’93
Jean bronson mahoney ’52
elizabeth Gosnell miller ’84
alan G. neumann
eleanore neumann ’07
mary ellen rudolph ’61
norma honig schlesinger ’52
Jill spiller ’63
connor strauss ’76

The Anne Hendricks Bass Director
The Frances Lehman Loeb Art 
Center

e. James mundy ’74

Administrative Manager
Jennifer e. cole

Membership/Accounting Assistant
beverly doppel



Matching gift form 
i am (my spouse is) employed by 

—————————————————————————

 charge my gift to Visa # _____________________________

 or to master card # __________________________________

 or to american express # _____________________________

expiration date ______________________________________

name ______________________________________________

address_____________________________________________

___________________________________________________

city________________________ state ______ Zip __________

Phone _______________________________________________

email _______________________________________________

membership 
Form

to help continue activities in support of the art center,
we invite you to become a member of the Friends of the 
Frances Lehman Loeb art center.

Friends of the Frances Lehman Loeb art Center receive:
invitations to art center openings and special events
the Friends newsletter published twice a year
an invitation to the Friends annual meeting
invitations to participate in special trips

Yes, I wish to be a Friend.
 student Friend $10
 Junior Friend (Graduates within 5 years) $25
 individual $50-99
 contributing member $100-249
 sustaining member $250-499
 donor $500-999
 Patron $1000-2499
 benefactor $2500-4999
 director’s circle $5000

make checks payable to Vassar college,  
Friends of the art center, box 102, Vassar college,  
Poughkeepsie, new York 12604

FaLL 06 Friends oF the Frances Lehman Loeb art center PaGe eiGht

Vassar
at

art 

Friends oF the Frances Lehman Loeb art center 

Jenny holzer being interviewed for the documentary, “bench 
Walk” by mary Kay Lombino. Flmed by Yang miller.
Photo by chip Porter


